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Ignite the Iconic
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Stellar redefines fire.

From America’s fireplace innovator comes the next big advance—now in the luxury custom realm. Introducing Stellar by 

Heat & Glo. With limitless customization, the best and biggest flames, commercial-grade components, and the cleanest 

designs in any shape or size, Stellar takes fire where no one else has ever gone.  

Dream big, create a vision and design an atmosphere that feels perfect with modern simplicity yet lavish sophistication. 

From our Enlight and Transcend Collections in stunning configurations to your own custom expression that we will help 

bring to life, don’t just push the limits, redefine them.   

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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The way you look 
at fire will never 

be the same.
Beautiful fires demand to be seen. They can transform a space, 

serve as its natural focal point, and elevate the atmosphere from 

many vantage points.  

The Enlight Collection pushes the bounds of fire in a showcase 

experience you can make your own. You can set a room or venue 

distinctively apart. Accent a layout. Dress up a corner. Partition or 

unify an open-concept plan. And create elegance from every angle. 

Personalize each of six configurations with almost limitless options. 

The Transcend Collection connects indoor and outdoor living in a 

beautiful see-through fire feature. 

Custom designs enable you to create a one-of-a-kind showpiece 

in any size, any shape and any location. We can help from concept 

to delivery. Fashion a bold look and fine-tune it to match the 

proportions and décor style of the unique space you're designing. 

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Left: Stellar spiral fire technology creates a 
distinctive focal point.

The Stellar Advantage
Trailblazing technology is just part of the story for making brilliant visions 

a reality. Your dedicated Stellar project manager works closely with you to 

explore your ideas and create a defining experience.    

• Unlimited design options for every home or building type 

• Collections are factory UL-certified for assured safety; no on-site testing 

• Commercial-grade components for durability and efficiency 

• Dual-paned SafeSurface glass just two inches apart for the cleanest look 

• Tall flames and the cleanest finish for design flexibility

• Customize every design to fit your plan and any structural limitations
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The Enlight Collection creates an 
exceptional experience.

Explore the Configurations  
• Single-Sided 

• See-Through  

• Corner 

• Pier 

• Bay  

• Island

Choose from lengths of three to eight feet 

and heights of 20 to 60 inches for easy 

incorporation into your space. Enjoy the 

cleanest finish with no frame showing, 

thanks to SafeSurface glass technology. And 

our innovative ribbon burner supplies 33% 

taller flames than you'll get anywhere else. 

Configure at custom.stellarhearth.com.

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  



Left: Single-Sided
Build the perfect impact wall with mirrored 
glass and driftwood logs. 

Above: See-Through
Connect spaces, yet enable each to carry its 
own character. 

Right: Left Corner
Unite your designs beautifully in left or right 
placements. We partner with you to create 
your own unique backdrop for the flames 
with Envision interior panels from an image 
or photo you supply.

7Enlight Collection          |
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Fireplaces that indulge the senses.
|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Far Left: Pier
Turn heads and tastefully divide a space with vivid flames from three directions, 
perfect for open-concept designs.

Above: Bay
Think bold, deliver bigger with a three-sided design that anchors the room and allows 
for enjoyment of the fire from across the space.  

Near Left: Island
Create a centerpiece with a four-sided design for enjoyment of the fire from 
anywhere in the room.

Stellar technology enables you to 

bring combustible finishing materials 

right up to the edge creating the 

cleanest finish available. 
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The Transcend Collection captivates.
The Transcend Indoor/Outdoor Gas Fireplace creates the shared focal point of a welcoming fire for both indoor and outdoor 

spaces. You’ll add elegance to your interior design as well as exceptional curb appeal.
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Left: Indoor/Outdoor, Interior View
Presence comes front and center as you 
embrace indoor/outdoor living.

Right:  Indoor/Outdoor, Exterior View
Relax and entertain indoors and outside.

Relax and entertain year-round—indoors and 

outside. The Transcend Indoor/Outdoor luxury 

gas fireplace is designed for durability with 

stainless-steel construction, commercial-grade 

components, and a matte-black finish. Fit your 

design in viewing sizes 3-8 feet wide and 24 or 

36 inches tall. Add an organic element with real, 

polished stones and driftwood cast from actual 

logs and hand-painted. 

Connect Indoor and Outdoor Living 
• Enhance healthful living with multi-colored, remote-control LED lighting for chromotherapy 

• Customize your firebed with driftwood logs, glass media or authentic natural stones

• Crystal-clear view of the flames with just two inches between glass panes 

• Custom sizes available to meet the needs of a unique aesthetic or building considerations 

• Designed as one complete system with no outdoor kit installed onsite



Options to Fit 
Your Vision

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  

High Polished Black 1 (1/2" - 1") High Polished Black 2  (1" - 2")

Polished Gold Polished Mixed 

Lava Stone

Polished RedPolished Snow White

Caribbean Seabreeze Dark BlueCrystal

Copper Black

Six hues of glass media let LED lights shine 

through and accent the fire

Authentic natural stone to add a more organic 

element to your space  

Largest variety and size of driftwood logs 

cast from actual logs found along the 

Mississippi River  

Mirrored panels in either a muted glow or 

dazzling reflections to multiply the flames

Multi-colored LED chromotherapy lighting 

with remote control to enhance relaxation 

or invigorate

Envision interior panels incorporating any 

300-dpi or higher image as a backdrop for 

the flames   
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Planning Your Fire Feature
Review  online resources for specifications and 

technical information.

                     Options          |
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Custom indoor designs
evoke the extraordinary.

Stellar not only offers every design you’ll find elsewhere, but also the ability to create a look that’s uniquely you.  

Custom styling allows you to match the proportions and look of your space to stand out with style.

Left: Custom See-Through
Stellar's innovative ribbon burner in all fireplace designs supplies 
33% taller flames than from any other provider. 

Right: Custom Round  
Stellar's star burner in Round fire features creates a 360-degree 
experience in diameters up to six feet.

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Right: Custom L-Shaped
Stellar's exclusive burner technology enables flames to burn 
horizontally for fire beyond compare.

Far Right: Custom Curved Glass
Showcase vivid flames in new ways with curved glass we can build 
into your design concept.

Stellar takes fire where others can’t with industry firsts.

• Any size, any shape including Round 

• Custom burners (star-shaped, zig-zag, spiral, elevated) 

• Glass-free or curved, round or angled SafeSurface glass

• Custom accent lighting and interior décor elements 

• Venting up to 11 elbows and 110 feet; 6 feet down 

• Minimal heat for maximum comfort and design flexibility

• Indoor/outdoor fireplaces with stainless-steel construction 

• Cantilevered installations elevate the aethetic

If you can imagine it, Stellar can build it.

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Custom designs lift both home and spirit as you transform your vision into reality.

Put your personal style on display.

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Far Left: Custom Island
Transform any space with designs that 
elevate the atmosphere with a clean finish.

Left: Custom See-Through
Bring your design to life as you integrate or 
partition a space. 

Custom Designs          |
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Create the ultimate sanctuary with a stunning fire feature for all seasons in an open hearth or with SafeSurface glass. 

At the heart of Stellar custom outdoor systems is a stainless-steel fireplace to withstand the elements.

Custom outdoor designs
expand your boundaries.

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  
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Right: Outdoor See-Through
Expand the ambiance with an oasis for extending 
the season or days into evenings. Make it your 
own in a range of lengths and heights.

Left: Outdoor Single-Sided
An impressive outdoor presentation connects 
people where they want to be with bold flames 
and dramatic media and lighting options.

Custom Designs          |
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Exquisite Aesthetics
• Nearly limitless customization of size, shape, view and interiors 

• 33% taller, bolder flames for a dramatic impact

• Custom curved, round or angled SafeSurface glass

• No corner posts for a frameless finish

Safety & Comfort
• Only UL-certified custom designs for utmost in safety

• SafeSurface double-pane glass to keep heat away 

• Minimal heat for maximum comfort and design flexibility 

Exclusive technology 
elevates your space. 

|          Stellar.heatnglo.com  

Right: See-Through
Fashion a relaxing atmosphere in both commercial venues and upscale homes. 

Enhance with Options
• Mirrored panels in a muted glow or reflections to multiply flames

• Envision interior panels from high-quality images

• Fogged privacy glass to eliminate sensitive sightlines
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Unmatched Technology
• Advanced burners impress in curved or elevated designs

• All stainless-steel for resilient outdoor protection

• Commercial-grade components for top durability

• Curved, angled and round glass designs showcase the fire

• Optional open-hearth design elevates the look with a glass-free view

Tools for Architects & Designers
• CAD, Revit BIM, CSI Specs and Visualization Tools for collections 

• Custom drawings for made-to-order designs 

• Dedicated professionals working with you from design to delivery 

• Installation and lifetime service 

• Online technical and consultation resources to speed the process

Technology          |      

Right: Custom Pier
Raise your expectations with a custom cantilevered Pier or Bay 
fireplace. Designed with an unobstructed view of the fire or the 
other side of the space with no corner posts or wall necessary.
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Discover what's 
possible in fire.

STL-1000-0822


